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Pencil

Amanda Ba/lree



The Fortune of a Musing

The moon casts a shadow

that is overridden by the stars,

and hope shovels its way

through the smog of streets

much trafficked by the ghosts

of those who have hved in silence.

The future lies within dreams,

and the restless interrogation

of why's and of's will never cease

as long as inquisitive minds

walk through the shadowy streets

of the world's suffering.

There in tomorrow lie happiness

and smiles and hellos and love.

Musings of a better day will remain

until the shadows have no adversary.

Imagination

hnagination

a child's friend

an adult's fear

Kristina Deiitsch

Why do we fear imagination

It amused us before

Can it not amuse us again

We flew with the birds

and swam with the fish

We fought villains to the death

and saved innocent lives

We could go to the moon
in the blink of an eye

At what age do we give up on imagination

and give in to logic and reason

Why can we not still

fly with the birds

or swim with the fish

Why can we not float like a feather

on the currents of the wind

I will continue to fight the dragons

and save the princess

1 will

Johnny Young
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Nostalgia City

Rebecca Whitman

In a small northeastern comer of Colorado, a part of America still hides from the rest of the

world. Next door to my old home stands the same blue house I remember from childhood. Nothing

has changed. I can still smell the freshly baked goodies beckoning me to the door. Across the street,

a few houses down, stands the little white house where the piano teacher lived. Yellow curtains still

sway in the windows as I pass the dainty picket fence. A memory of music fills the air, and 1 am
reminded of my own dreams to play such music. Around the comer remains a lot with chain link

fencing. An angry black dog runs up to me barking; even now I jump in fear. My older, longer legs,

prompted by the ghosts of old dangers, carry me around the curve faster than when 1 was a child,

and soon I am away from the fence. A yellow light slowly fades behind me as I follow the cold,

eerie night into the darkness. I tum and pass a church, one 1 had visited years ago, and smile. The

faces of old friends and old places flash before me. 1 jump to the sidewalk just in time to catch a

glimpse of an earlier, happier me riding my bike home from school. I call out to her, but she rides

away. She cannot hear me.

Just a few blocks further are the downtown department stores. There the same cafe opens

early every moming to serve the locals their coffee and warm breakfast platters. Across the street

and around the block stands the store where I spent most of my time. Inside are the same rows of

penny candy, toys, boxed hankies, and Royal Dove perfume that held me captive as a child. My
small fingers would touch the delicate perfume bottles and hankies, and I would pretend to be a

Victorian lady. Finally, I would awake from my dreams, settle on a few pieces of Jolly Rancher

candy, and pay the lady behind the counter. Then I was off to the hardware store where I would find

the perfect twenty-five cent soda to finish my snack. That same soda machine stands even now.

The familiar streets, trees, and buildings call to me, reminding me of passed innocence. Warm
memories of good times and simple pleasures haunt the city streets and echo from the walls. I

realize that I will soon have to leave this place. I am reluctant to go, afraid that in the leaving I will

lose the part of me that remains ever innocent, imagining, and zealous for life. Suddenly, I am
reminded of the not-so-happy times, the loneliness and doubts that I faced in my years here. I

realize I am meant to move on, to grow up; some things can never be accomplished if I stay here.

Looking up at the tall oak trees, I wonder if my aged and less innocent heart can hear their secrets

again. Wind whips through the branches, tickling the leaves; I hear a giggle and know . . . our story

is not over.

Eye of the Flower Ken Davis
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For Curtis

For thirty-four years

he walked quietly among us.

But with great might

he accomplished much.

With kindness and gentleness,

he asked for assistance,

And expected the same

perfection he gave.

He was always caring and

sharing with others,

Sometimes with a look of compassion

and others, an impish grin.

We won't miss the noise he made.

There was none.

We won't miss the mountains he moved

They were in the way.

We will miss the quiet, wee man

with a big heart and an impish grin.

Grace Liitz

Editors' Note: From the Inside Out Amy Hall-Houser

Curtis Shivar, Associate Vice President

for Academic Affairs, is retiring after

thirtyfour years offaithful service to

Wayne Community^ College. We shall

miss you, Curtis.
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Memories
Amy Gottshall

Down the cold flat steps, she walks. There a gate awaits, a squeaky gate, slightly ajar on its

hinges. On the other side are the remains of a spring garden held in winter's cold grip. Graceful

steps carry her down the well-tended path that circles around and around, weaves in and out. At its

center, a lonely, white, cold bench stands firm under the skeleton of an old oak tree.

She sits, spreading her skirts gracefially around her. Folding trembling hands tightly in her

lap, she waits.

He comes striding purposefully along. With a mixture of anticipation and dread, she watches

him approach. Each time the dread grows. What if this is the last time?

He stops beside her, placing one boot next to her skirts, not touching the gossamer material.

He looks around almost bewildered, then stares fixedly at the old oak trunk. She can see his pain

and loneliness. One tear escapes his eye. She longs to wipe it away but dares not.

After only a handful of minutes, too short for her liking, he turns and begins to retreat. She

stands quickly. Weeping, she holds out her hand and opens her mouth in a pitiful, silent cry. His

back is turned. The agony of fading. Such a lack of freedom when one is walking only in another's

memory. To be a minute puzzle piece among billions in history. Existing only as another's thoughts

come and go. A stepping-stone, once past to be forgotten. Her biggest fear is to be forgotten.

"Don't forget me," she murmurs.

He pauses while the breeze whispers in his ear, then continues on his way.
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Crush

I always saw you around. I never said a word.

But I knew something was there.

I used to watch you and wonder all kinds of things.

Things that I still wonder.

What is she like?

How does she smell at night?

How soft is she cuddling next to me?

I'll never forget the day we spoke for the first time.

I wished for that day long before it happened.

Before then, it was all physical. That's all 1 had.

Your hair for obvious reasons.

Your face for personality reasons.

A face says a lot.

The curves of your body for selfish reasons.

My favorite was the fact that you had it all, you were all.

Beautiful, graceful, and sexy.

I watched you for your sex appeal.

I stared as you walked by.

Sex, walking by.

It was just me being a man, I admit.

Then I noticed how graceful your walk was.

How maturely you carried yourself I loved it.

I walked by you, you said nothing.

You walked by me and said the same thing.

So I stare from another table and watch you.

And listen to your phone calls, wishing to be on the other side.

Wishing I were closer. And closer.

Now I imagine I'm here.

Talking to you, listening to the voice.

The voice I love, the voice that is a stranger to me.

The voice that can say anything and it would sound right.

If only the time were right.

If only it were you and I.

To kiss each other.

Touch each other.

Laugh with each other.

Just to be with each other.

I met someone special.

Rare, I know, but special.

I haven't had a crush in years.

For Her
Amv Hall-Houser

Chris Vanderhorst
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Have You Ever
Andrew "Dice " Petruolo

Have you ever met that certain woman who could lift your spirits with her mere presence?

Who with one simple word could enlighten your whole day? Or with a simple yet mysterious smile

could change your outlook on life? Even with the innocence of holding her hand, she could make

you feel you could conquer the world or whatever curve life throws at you. Smelling her sweet

perfume in the night's air could bring you to your knees as you thank God in silent prayer for

making you a man. If you have ever found that special woman, cherish and appreciate her for as

long as you can. (I did find the ideal woman for me. I asked her, "Where are you going?" She took

a long slow drag off her cigarette and replied, "I'm going wherever the wind takes me!" I gently

pressed her hand. As we were about to go our separate ways, I told her, "Je t'aime.")
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Observing Morning

Before the day begins,

before the morning sins,

and the world wakes to claim its madness

I am there

Carefully observing its desolate sadness.

I see

the colors crying as the sun chases them

toward another dawn

and another death.

Too tired to see all they must,

they long for the rain to come

and make clean the Earth again.

Carrie Holkan

Calendar Poem

for KCS

Blue murmurs

bless the morning

then vanish

leaving a chill.

Margaret Boothe Baddour

Withering Beauty

Audrey Flores
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Claustrophobia

In the drive-through carwash

I think I know how Leda must have felt

when Zeus approached her as a swan.

Great purple sponges hover (giant wings),

advance, descend upon my windshield,

obscure my helpless view,

smother me,

would forcefully enfold

if not for my Explorer's armor green.

They trace its every part, sudsing,

circling, swooshing.

At last the giant wings retreat

Outside Cafe Amy Hall-Houser and rise. My sight and breath return

as Leda's must have done

when Zeus at last ascended.

Poor Leda.

She had no green Explorer

her honor to defend.

Poor Zeus.

In his defense, a myth is his excuse:

He thought he honored her.

Rosalyn Lomax
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Flash

Kim Taylor

A Moment, If You Will

The passage of time

is symbolized, dreamt of

by such an impressionable soul,

forming into a

crystallized figment of imagination,

so incandescent with uncertainties.

Oh, what persuasion

a second holds (eternity).

To be or not to be

within this glamour

of passionate life.

Each moment, a decision

which affects all things,

a multitude of things upon things

which have not yet been conceived.

Carefully should we choose

how tomorrow will come,

how yesterday will be remembered,

how today is spent.

With the shattering of a crystal,

1 blink.

Kristina Deutsch
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A Thinker

A daily struggle to maintain the status

Of my enlightened apparatus

A thinker

In no conventional sense of the word

Breathing thought

Into the lungs of ignorance

Bleeding hope

Into the blood of a cynic

Giving careful consideration

To the natural order

Of societal standards

Becomes seemingly pointless at times

But still

An optimistic outlook is imperative

When dealing with

An immature humanity

Aspiring philosophers operating under

The fa(;ade of synthetic bliss

Riding the coat tails of a limited grandeur

Superficial displays of opulence

Leading to the achievement of immoral goals

Fear the existence of a soul

Daniel Perkins

r

Life's Choices Amy Hall-Homer
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Passing the Torch

Suddenly it hit me like a ton of bricks

That I had reached a milestone

My grandfather, that oak-like paragon of longevity

Had lived to ninety-four,

And 1 am almost halfway there

For the first time 1 am now relating

to the concept of growing old

In the hot summer of my life

I reflect upon the coming autumn

and consider the harsh reality of winter

This was never supposed to have happened

For we raised our glasses once upon a time

And toasted love and life

Vowing to live fast, die young

and leave a good-looking corpse

For we knew we were not like our parents

who were burned by the fires of Depression and war

Who stare at us from old black and white Tri-X prints

Taken of stem young people in Sunday-School best

Who were already old when we were babies

We vowed we would never change

We could never get old like them

for we, unlike them, were different

We had Rock and Roll

and they told us in the song that it would never die

We were of the New Frontier

the Age of Aquarius

We trusted no one over thirty

and We would be the turning point

The world would be different because of Us

Now Jimi and Janis and John are gone

their music sold on cassettes and CD's

on late night TV for $19.95 plus shipping and handling

our kids listen to our old hippie dreams with bemused faces

dreaming of dot-com riches and Porsches

While the wife and 1 argue over who has the remote.

Bill Radford
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Steppin' Out
Amy Hall-Houser

Steppin' Out
Nancy Hedt
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Ex-Boyfriend

Everything you do grates on my nerves

—

You smack when you eat, you snore when you si

You're rude, inconsiderate, and terribly dense.

No doubt resides within my mind

Why misery replaced my bliss.

Don't talk, lie still, don't even breathe

—

I'd rather you didn't exist.

Once I was a nurturing soul

Now a depraved pessimist.

In your presence I feel trapped

Like a poor snail getting salted

Or a mouse in a cobra's den.

When you kiss me, your lips feel like leeches

—

Your touch makes me want to shed my skin.

Escape and flee; run and hide!

I grind my teeth until the gums bleed;

The pain pleasurably takes focus from you

—

Your giant head and toothpick legs

—

The illusion of grandeur is surely dead.

Once I daydreamed of a serene life together

As optimists like to do;

Now I often sit and fantasize

Of smothering your mouth with my own

And sucking the life out of you.

Silly to think you'd get away with lying

I'm more skilled at deception than you

Cleaned my soul and left it all behind

For love I thought was true.

So now you decide to fall for me sincerely

Little do you know, it's much too late

No love remains, I'm now a foe

You molded this dark fate.

I accepted the grief gracefully

Yet revenge sank deep into my mind

I'm skilled at payback, deserving one.

And this you too shall find.

I'll make you love me fiercely

Lure you in, my unknowing prey

Give back the pain bestowed upon me
More venomous each day.

Once I wished only to please

To bring a smile to your bright eyes

Now my pleasure lies in your pain

Far more joyous to victimize.

I'll leave a lasting impression

You'll remember me when left all alone.

Desolate without love

Your dearest friend long gone.

Bobbie Stringfield

Firestone Recall Ellen Best
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Pit Stop at Raccoon Bridge Jennifer Barnes

If I Could Go Back

Even though those two roads diverged too long ago to go back,

I still wish I could somehow tlnd that diversion again.

Now as 1 look at myself 1 don't like what 1 see.

If I could just turn around and take that other road.

Maybe it wouldn't take me to exotic places or foreign lands,

But it could give me a new life, a better life for me.

Or maybe I could just walk through the middle of the roads.

If I could only have the best of both worlds.

If all this were only possible.

Leigh Anne Herring
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My Life as a Penguin

Jeff Williams

It all started innocently enough when 1 was in the tenth grade. 1 was in French class, probably

misunderstanding the same phrases I'd misunderstood all semester. (The instructor wasn't bad; as a

student, I wasn't bad; the combination of the two of us simply wasn't good.) The door to the classroom

opened, and Ms. Reddick asked Mr. Robinson if she could speak to me for a moment, a request to which

he did not object.

I didn't truly know Mrs. Reddick at the time beyond a reputation that usually settled on some
variation of "sour old bird" (the precise language has been changed to protect the guilty). A crumpled

legal pad in hand, she took me to a small planning area and then looked at me through thick, round

lenses. She struggled a smile, and I stood there growing increasingly nervous about where this meeting

was leading.

"Jeff," she said, "congratulations! You've been selected to be a waiter at this year's junior/senior

prom! Now, this is a great honor, and an offer 1 hope you'll take. We only make this offer to sophomores

whose grades are good enough to warrant this honor. Ifyou choose to accept, you will receive a certifi-

cate honoring your achievement, and your participation as a waiter will be noted on your permanent

transcript. What I need to know is if you'll accept this offer." She looked at me, no doubt expecting me
to eagerly jump at this chance to fulfill one ofmy duties as a good student.

My friend Rob had served as a waiter the year before. He described to me the outfit that had to be

worn by all waiters at the prom: white shirt, bow tie, black pants, black socks, and black shoes. As he

told me about this, he explained to me how much fun it had all been. Sure, he went from table to table

taking orders from the guests at the prom, some ofthem his friends, and he did have to deliver food and

drinks. However, as the evening wore on, he was able to sit back and enjoy watching the dancing, and

near the end of the night, one of his friends asked him to take a twirl with her on the floor of the high

school gym. Once the prom was over, he helped clean up and then went out with some of those same

comrades for more fun and excitement.

His words echoed in my head as I asked, "Well, when is the prom this year?" Ms. Reddick

continued smiling and checked the information on her note pad.

"Well," she said, "it looks like the last weekend in March." She gave me a specific date, now
vanished into the mists of time, and I ran it through my head as a fact of my own whooshed around in

my brain. Fact: I was tremendously curious about what one of these dances was like. You see, 1 was a

smart kid, a mature kid, at least in comparison to most of the others around me. When events took place

around the world, such as the bombing of Libya in 1984 or the invasion of Grenada, everyone came to

me to find out what my opinion was. Certainly, I had a brain, and I wasn't afraid of using it. However,

bowing to one of the inevitable cruelties of teen life, intelligence and cleverness were not paired with

the body of Charles Atlas or the social graces of Fred Astaire. No, instead, they were placed in a tubby

body and joined in unholy matrimony with shyness, awkwardness, and low self-esteem. Because of

this, 1 never asked anyone to go to a school dance with me. My standard assumption was that since I

was obviously so unappealing, at least more unappealing than the jocks and other "pretty boys" around

the school, no one would say yes, so why bother. (Of course, ifsomeone had said yes, I probably would

have been too self-conscious to enjoy myself Or, at least that was my other standard assumption.)

Here I was, halfway through the tenth grade, and 1 had no idea what a school dance was like. I

didn't know what gyms looked like when they were decorated. I didn't know how the boys and girls

dressed when they went there. Heck, I'd never even been on an actual DATE. Curiosity, therefore,

gnawed at me. What was this thing called a school dance like? In particular, what was this rite of

passage called a prom like? However, in addition to curiosity, another feeling entered into the equation.

Pride.
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One of the reasons I'd never been to a dance was that I refused to go without a date. What

humiliation, I thought. What utter degradation and defeat that would have been. And now, here I was

being given the opportunity, no, the privilege of finally being able to see what all the fuss was about, if

only I would agree to go as a waiter. What a tremendous honor! What a fantastic chance! I would get the

special privilege of waiting on these people, these football players, these wrestlers, these jocks (at least

that was how I saw them) as they danced with the beautiful women dressed to the nines in the fmest

clothes money could rent. What a crock.

"I'm sorry," I said to Ms. Reddick, "I think my mom's planned to go out of town that weekend."

Ms. Reddick's smile suddenly began to fall.

"Well," she said, "do you think you might be able to get her to change her plans? Do you have to

go with her? I mean, this really would be a terrific achievement for you. Colleges really do pay attention

to these honors when you apply."

"I'll ask," I said, lying through my teeth. "But I doubt we can change the plans." Ms. Reddick,

carrying an air of seeming shock, picked up her legal pad and took me back to Mr. Robinson's class.

Ms. Reddick then asked to see another student. To this day, I don't know whether she was already

making alternate plans or if this other person had been one of the original chosen few.

When Mom came home from work that afternoon, I told her what had happened and explained

that we needed to be out of town that weekend. To her credit, she did not try to push me to accept even

though I could tell she couldn't understand why I wouldn't want to be a waiter at the prom. Therefore,

the next day, I told Ms. Reddick that we were definitely going out of town and that I was declining the

offer.

I felt a smug satisfaction. No way, I thought, am I going to give this hole of a school free labor and

demean myself by being a waiter for a bunch of people I don't really like anyway. More importantly, I

was satisfied that I wouldn't be going to this prom or any other prom in another capacity other than

guest, with an actual date by my side.

So why do I call this "My Life As A Penguin" if I didn't actually don the penguin suit itself, the

black and white waiter's garb? The answer is simple. My act of defiance, which I chose to romanticize

at the time, was really one more extension ofmy lack of confidence and self-esteem. If you look at the

way penguins walk, that awkward waddle paired with a certain haughtiness, head and beak pointed

high into the air, then you have me. I wasn't a hero but a shutTle-footed fool. By not seizing an oppor-

tunity to experience something new, even if the circumstances hadn't fit within either my idealized

view of the way things should have happened or within my skewed view of the "cruel" high school

social order, I missed the whole boat completely.

To this day, I do not know what a prom is like. Sure, I asked various women to go with me during

both my junior and senior years. One actually did say yes but then had to back out due to family

commitments. (Confidence, not athleticism, is the most powerful attractor, and at the time my tank

runneth empty.) While it may not seem important, the failure to attend a prom, I feel as if I completely

missed out on a rite of passage, and even now I listen with jealousy to the tales told to me by those lucky

folks—guests, faculty, and yes, even waiters—who actually know what the punch tastes like while the

DJ plays a slow dance and the dancers romantically move about the wooden dance floor of the high

school gym.
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People for Change

My heart fills with sadness and rage

When I hear my people say,

"Oh, don't worry about it.

It's always been done that way."

Well, I don't particularly care

To be hanging by my neck from a tree.

Or scrubbing somebody else's floors

With bleach-burned hands

And arthritis in my knees.

My feet hurtin' bad after a long, hard day;

I don't want to sit at the back of the bus

'cause it's always been done that way.

Gold chains are fly, right on, and cool.

But the ones our ancestors wore,

Our children no longer learn about in school.

Hide and seek may very well be child's play,

But grown folk did it to save lives back in the day.

We all should be grateful to those who paved the way.

People who believed, who knew things should be different

Not just for tomorrow, but for today.

People such as Harriet Tubman, Booker T. Washington,

Rosa Parks, Langston Hughes, Jackie Robinson,

The Tuskegee airman, and Martin Luther King.

They too grew tired of the same old things.

Millions have marched thousands of miles

To sing our freedom song

In protest of that which was unfair, unjust,

and undeniably wrong.

Their struggle and their faith

Enabled them to run the freedom race proudly.

The cost was their lives;

The prize has been our freedom and dignity.

If people for change had been content

To just let things be.

Life would surely be different for you and for me.

Sharon R. Gihson-Mosley



The Cause

I have long since admired the visionaries, heroes, and martyrs of our past.

For one valiant cause, or the sum of many, they would surrender everything called their own.

Despite incredible odds—despite traditions of the times, they stood unyielding for their cause.

They would see success and sometimes greater failure, and yet they remained firm.

Young and old they fell . . . prey to fire, beasts, famine, torture, or sword.

They were unwavering in life and optimistic in death—certain that their lives had served a worthy purpose.

Many years later 1 find myself asking the question: Have we forsaken the cause today?

We who claim a different mind find ourselves without root or reason, easily swayed by popular opinion.

We cloak our deeds in the freedom of speech and mask our weakness with the freedom of equality.

Is this the America we praised in 1776?

Rebecca Whitman

Warp Travel
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American Kabuki

Carl Brow

There's a lot of important stuff I can't remember. Birthdays, anniversaries, meetings, appoint-

ments all seem to go by without the faintest synaptic activity. But one occasion I never seem able to

forget is the night I willingly ate the one thing I thought I would never eat.

My new English teaching job was in Hiroshima, and Mr. Ishifuro (Mr. Stone-Bath) was taking

me out for a little "get-to-know-you" session. A thirty-something, good-natured fellow, he lacked a

four-year degree; consequently, his job description included some rather menial and sometimes

trivial duties like looking after the new visiting foreign teacher.

Ishifuro picked me up at the apartment that the school had gotten for me and promptly drove

to a nearby bar and grill kind of place. He ordered several large steins of Japanese beer. Japanese

beer is really of Dutch origin, very high quality and rather strong because Japan has none of those

irksome American laws limiting alcohol content. I can picture the scene clearly even now:

We make the standard toast of Kampai, or dry cup, and begin our evening of drink and food.

We have the normal and safe American-in-Japan conversation of ""What about your ?" (Your

parents, hobbies, education, life in Japan, life after Japan, etc.) Ishifuro has lived in London for a

few years, so his English is quite good and slightly British. As the beer flows, his English and my
ability to comprehend it seem to get better. I try to talk with more enthusiasm than I feel. His

questions and my answers are a part of the standard cultural dance I had done dozens of times; it's

just that he and I have never done the dance together. I usually dislike it when I am the main subject

of conversation, but the essence of great conversation is secondary to being polite, and in Japan,

being polite and the harmony that hopefully ensues are paramount. I know he wants to try to

understand me because of his obligation to deal with me for the night and the duration of my one-

year contract. I am a foreign enigma that he and I know he can never truly understand. And while

I can never really understand him either, there is a certain dignity in the effort. I feel both respectful

and a little sorry for the guy because he lacks something that should not be, but is, defining in his

life.

The conversation continues to meander along the lines of the essence of being me in Japan,

what I think about things Japanese, what I plan to do after Japan, etc. It's all pretty polite mundane

stuff; it's meant to be that way and has to be that way. He keeps ordering things from the grill, small

pieces of chicken on wooden skewers, some octopus tentacles, rice, the standard fare, all washed

down with the social lubricant of gold-colored beer.

A little further into the evening we are joined by another Japanese teacher from the same

company. She is younger than both of us and pretty. I begin to feel even more of a sociological

oddity as I repeat all the stuff I've already said about myself Now I have a slight slur and a beer

grin. I'm starting to get confused on what I have already said and what I want to say. My conversa-

tion tends to jump around as time, places, ideas, and chains of events all become even more dis-

jointed and illogical. Still, regardless ofmy inability to communicate my thoughts and the slurring

of my words, they listen with rapt attention. Like two people watching a TV with bad reception,

they lean closer and concentrate. Their new English teacher plies his version of spoken English,

and I never cease to be amazed that people actually get paid to speak their native tongue.
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More beer and food flow our way. In the name of international harmony, I tell myself, I gra-

ciously accept the abundance and bounty of a company-paid evening.

Several hours and several steins of the honey-brown liquid are past us now. I begin to refer to

it mentally as "mother's milk," and the promise of tomorrow's hangover seems like a vague threat

of no immediate consequence.

Ishifuro calls the waiter over yet again and orders; again, more food and beer soon arrive. But

this food is different: pitch black, ashy with short funky-looking chunks of unknown origin. Angu-

lar projections give no clue to origin or significance. This seems different, somewhat a threat even

to my beer-thick brain.

My suspicion at it grows quicker than my distrust ofword problems done for fun. "Whatizzit?"

"Try it." Ishifuro is very nonchalant, polite, the picture-perfect look of unknowable Asia.

"Whatizzit?"

"Go ahead; try it." Still polite, he has a noncommittal, timeless persistence that reminds me
his country has high schools older than America. Almond-shaped eyes give no hint to motive or

direction.

"Whatizzit?" Resistance in me is still strong. But curiosity and suspicion begin to do a strange

dance.

This inane version of a conversation nudged by beer, resistance, and persistence goes on for

several more minutes. Before long, though, his gentle insistence begins to wear down my beer-

soaked brain, and I can feel myself being pulled along by the tide of all things Japanese. The

timeworn saying "Gentle drops of water break down the hard stone" weaves through my mind, and

I realize I have become the stone.

"One life to live," I say as I bite into it with more bravado than I feel. The taste reminds me of

the time I put the wrong end of a smoked cigarette in my mouth, except crunchier, more bitter, and

less palatable. Several hard gulps of beer follow with involuntary frowning, squinting, puckering

of the lips.

Two sets of polite smiles take it all in, and to the teachers it must be like American Kabuki but

without a redeeming moral to the story except maybe on how not to act in a foreign country.

"Whatwazzit?"

For several moments, intense low-volume conversation buzzes between the two teachers. "Hmm,
we are not sure. But we think you call it 'sparrow' in your country," Ishifuro says. Politeness is a

trademark here, a cultural heritage. I look for facial traces of sabotage and devious behavior but

find none. "It comes in a can. From Korea. Quite a delicacy." His is a serious, inquisitive look, no

smirk, just a Mona Lisa smile he wears. I detect no sense of betrayal, and getting angry in Japan is

considered a weak, emotional thing. Besides, nobody but me put it in my mouth.

I decline seconds; the burnt baby sparrow's head I ate, complete with skull, brain, beak, and

feathers, is enough. The beer, I decide, has let me get this far, and it can get me back. The taste does

not go away but does start to fade into the anesthetizing alcoholic blur of overindulgence.

I decided to chalk it up to karma, a war story for stateside consumption. It's the kind of thing

you say you would never do, but in a strange land never before traveled, who knows what will go

by the wayside? I begin to better understand the truism in the old Chinese adage that "travel is a

foretaste of Hell." My guess is that the guy who first came up with that little homily was also the

first one to get conned into beer and sparrow.
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Ishifuro turned out to be an amiable guy I liked and eventually trusted. Why he ordered the

burnt sparrow I can't say. Maybe he was padding his collection of war stories. Maybe he thought I

would like it. I will never know, and I can live with that, too. 1 did venture back to the same

watering hole eventually, but I kept to the more standard fare. Some experiences in life are enough

to last a lifetime, and I decided that baby sparrows look better in their nests or searching for their

dinner, not joining me for mine. But the experience is one I can never forget, and for that 1 am
grateful, amused, disgusted, maybe a little wiser, with one more story under my belt.

Good Times Ellen Best
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Sharing Sunset

By fruit fields and dragonflies,

Bumblebees hum lullabies.

Puffy clouds of snowy white,

A warm breeze blows them out of sight.

Soft green grass beneath bare feet.

To enjoy nature, oh, what a treat!

A cardinal and her flaming mate

Fly over our vast estate.

'Neath the tree I sit on my swing

And await the approach of evening.

Waiting for the sun to fall

On this, the evening of them all.

A few crepuscular beams remain

As daylight sings her final refrain.

A whippoorwill begins to call

As even more dark shadows fall.

Soon the world is blue and black,

And the sun leaves us, not looking back.

The gentle breeze blows through my hair

As though sharing a secret with greatest care.

The last of the flamingo pink sun has gone,

And we are left standing all alone.

I look at you and you look at me.

And we share a moment of tranquility.

Jennifer Barnes

Tossed Hat Amy Hall-Houser
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Sunset Ken Davis

Twilight

Dusk arrives as daylight diminishes,

fading slowly as darkness finishes.

Heaven's portrait hung above,

artwork by the gods of love.

Brilliant colors ignite the sky,

enhancing the day as it goes by.

Altering at every glance

a graceful watercolor dance.

Intense hues create a visual rush,

kissed to display its painted blush.

Night extinguishes the day

as light is slowly washed away.

So the canvas is made clean,

the sun returns, and hope is seen.

Circles in the sky reveal

life's secrets turning on a wheel.

Two cosmic rivals shaking hands,

the meeting place where love commands.

Light and dark combine as one,

a cycle played by moon and sun.

Dusk arrives as daylight diminishes,

fading slowly as darkness finishes.

Jennifer Benfield

View from an Airplane Window

An ocean of blue looms above

engulfing the cotton ball clouds

from up here everything is white

Looking out at the horizon

trying to find

where now stops

and where forever begins

The world as 1 know it

has been changed from

larger than life

to one huge multicolored field

while I have stayed the same

Higher than any bird before me
and higher than any after, 1 soar

From up here 1 see a glimpse of Heaven

as the sun shines its radiant light

Johnny Young
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Granny's Attic

Flowered paper on the wall

Leaning ceiling not so tall

Two green beds so familiar

So many dreams dreamt on those pillows

In the morning, down squeaky steps

Sister snoring as she rests

Quietly sitting, rubbing my eyes

Reminiscing of times gone by

So many trips to and fro

Sometimes in summer, sometimes in snow

Seeing all of my uncles and aunts

Admiring all of my grandparents' plants

All of those memories, more still ahead

But for now, I'm going back to bed

Back up those wooden, squeaky steps

Back up to where my sister rests

Back up to green beds so familiar

To rest my head upon that pillow

Good night, paper on the wall

Good night, ceiling not so tall

Kellv Little

Sunbeams

Sunbeams are like batteries for the soul.

They charge us up for the day.

But when they are gone, our soul

Is put to rest by the moon.

Leigh Anne Herring

My Side Amv Hall-Houser
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Tea Time Nancy Hedt

Patchwork of Memory
77m Harrington

I open the door to my grandmother's house and smell the chocolate chip and sugar cookies that

she's been baking. Every time that aroma hits my nostrils, I can't help but smile. I grab a glass of

homemade lemonade and walk into her living room. I take a few sips and chew on the pulp. Lem-

onade is always better when it has some pulp in it. I take a seat in her favorite chair, the one by the

big window. I feel the soft quilt that she has just finished making and trace my fingers along the

stitch work. While I sit in her favorite chair, I look out the window and stare at the old brick streets

of her neighborhood. I look at the way bricks were placed and notice how their pattern is similar to

how my grandmother placed patches on her quilt. I sit there and hear the old clock on the wall. I

start to get sleepy from listening to the clock counting away at the day with every tick-tock sound

that it makes. While I sit there, I realize why this is my grandmother's favorite chair. And why her

house is my favorite place to be.
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Spider Web

Hummingbird

The hummingbird drinks the sweet juices of Hfe

As did the ones before him.

But just as the others

There comes a time when he just can't drink any more

When this time comes, he knows all

He has done will be remembered.

And that sweet little hummingbird flies.

He flies to his final resting place in the sky.

Leigh Anne Herring

Rain Dance

Red shadows curve

drop dark green gold

like balm.

Margaret Boothe Baddour

Swamp Fires

A cool night after a warm day-

The frogs are singing

Calling out to their mates,

"Are you there?

Are you there?"

The wind carries the bliss

Of spring waiting.

The spider's web is tangled

looking through a human's eye.

But to that tiny spider

it is a home well known.

Leigh Anne Herring

Gecico, Not Geico Aimee Clark

Jeff Williams
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How to Start Your Computer
Wesley S. Vardeman

The following are the instructions necessary for you to get your new V-man 200 computer up and

running with the maximum component interface potential ever offered by a computer to date. Be-

fore you get started on the simple task of starting your computer, you will need to get the appropri-

ate cables (Figure 1-1 in The User Guide), The User Guide, and a common screwdriver. The first

step for the installation procedure is to arrange the cables as they are seen in Figure 1 - 1 ofThe User

Guide. Next, you must take the small four-pronged ends of all three cables and insert them into the

slots on the back of the Extremely Complicated Tower Control Unit (ECTCUj. The connection

points on the ECTCU are marked with an alphanumeric code that corresponds with the appropriate

cable connection. Now, find the other end of the top cable, and insert it into the Very Large Color

Display Unit (VLCDU). Then, take the middle cable and place it into the receptacle in back of the

High Definition Programmable Multitasking Paper Output Device (HDPMPOD). After that, you

will need to use the common screwdriver in order to tighten all of the connections thus far in the

procedure. Finally, you will need to connect the bottom cable into the appropriate 220v electrical

socket (not included). The second step in the installation process is to insert the Little Thin Laser

Read Input Device (LTLRID) into the ECTCU's Little Thin Laser Read Impute Device Reader

(LTLRIDR). Now, complete the entire procedure by depressing the Momentary Power Control

Toggle Switch (MPCTS) on the VLCDU. We at V-man 200 Computer Corp. hope that you have

found this brief and easy-to-follow installation procedure very useful and encourage you to push

the envelope of technology by trying to decipher the remainder of The User Guide.



For Thomas Hardy

All is sadness, all is gloom,

All is lifeless in the womb
For you.

Grief is endless, all ends tears;

There is no bliss, all is fears

To you.

Veins Amy Hall-Houser But, oh, what joys you've passed

In your anger, fear, and shame,

In the tears that weigh your fame

Till all is nothing in the last.

Rebecca Whitman

Blood

Formerly the most powerful substance on earth.

Now diluted by distance.

Flowing through your veins like water from a faucet.

Withering bands brought about by inaccessible means,

The deep red glistens despite its lack of meaning.

Nothing more than piss, steaming.

Dry heaving, for you have no fluid left.

Dreaming black, for sight you have not kept.

For family I have wept.

Daniel Perkins
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Simplicity

Kim Tavlor

House of Mirrors

She walks into the room and smiles

You notice and say hello

Suddenly I am no longer standing

There talking to you

She passes

I am no more

She becomes all

I become nothing

Rebecca Whitman

The Mirror

The mirror has two faces though neither one is mine

They stare and look to see the other age and change with time

Not knowing what will happen but wanting to see the other's view

Just looking, waiting, and wondering what the other one will do

"How much like me," each says about the face that's staring back

"And yet so different, and out of place" is the face upon that plaque

So they stand and try to mimic every move the other makes

Chin in hand, to study every breath the other takes

Until the eyes and ears and mouth become just lines and shapes

And both must blink their green eyes and take a glimpse away

So many fears, so unlike their own, lie in those emerald eyes

The things that only they know which are covered up with lies

The faces are not pretty nor revolting nor even plain

Just consumed by the wish to be normal and free from society's shame

How each wants to help the other recognize her value and wealth

But what she does not realize is she must help herself

Kelly Little
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Ainiee Clark

Self-Portraits

Amy Hall-Houser



Audrey Flores

Ellen Best

Kim Taylor

Self-Portraits

Melissa Whitman
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Tripod Kim Taylor
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My Heart Leaps Not

My heart no longer leaps up at the sight of rainbows.

Where has my smile gone? I do not know.

I have lost those small joys I once felt as a child

like the feel of a bunny fluff or the feel of the

wind on my cheek when it is mild.

My soul is full of desperation and despair,

so much hate and deceit in the air.

My mind grows more turbulent

with every murky minute.

I am encompassed by solitude

through the bustle

of life's jubilee.

Will no one help me?

Is there no way out of my abyss?

May the Almighty grant me mercy for what I must do next,

for there is no way out of this life . . . except through death.

Darlene L. Wilson
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Why I Sometimes Hate My Job

James SummerIin

I suppose, when it really comes down to it, I cannot complain about my job too much. After all,

I work only about a month or so out of the year, and 1 make a handsome salary just for that. My job

requires that 1 often travel the world, which 1 thoroughly enjoy for the most part. In fact, one ofmy
previous assignments took me to the Bahamas for two weeks. Although 1 completed the task in

only a few short days, 1 stayed an entire two weeks, all at my client's expense. I simply built it all

into the bill. I will probably journey back there in the immediate future for a vacation or perhaps on

another assignment. Sometimes, however, my profession requires that 1 journey to less desirable

locations. I often find myself going to the Middle East, for example. I do not particularly care for

this region of the world because I find blending in with local customs difficult and costly, particu-

larly the religious customs. For the most part, however, 1 do enjoy my various travels. Some of the

places I have been include the United States, most of Europe, and many nations of South America.

Along with the interesting travels, I also have the privilege of knowing many of the players in

the political arena of the world. Most of my clients are very deep into this arena with agendas that

abound. 1 do have other clients in other fields, such as the occasional company executive. Surpris-

ingly, some ofmy clients are women; Fd say about two to three percent. I do have mixed emotions

about dealing with women, though. Despite the fact that they are almost always rich, sometimes

they throw in a "favor" or two in exchange for pricing discounts, which makes dealing with them a

pleasure. However, women ask me to go on the most awkward of assignments, which usually

involve more risk on my part.

Although my job has made me rich and has introduced a most favorable lifestyle, there are

days when I am asked to do things I truly do not prefer. And this is what consumes my mind now.

You see, a client I have known for years and have worked for before has asked me to visit a high

profile officer with a competing bank; specifically, I am to pay a visit to the man's wife. The

problem we have here is that I have also worked for my client's opposition. This assignment intro-

duces two problems. First, do I wish to destroy a relationship and potential future revenue from one

client on the request of another? Secondly, do I wish to kill an innocent woman? I fail to see where

the man's wife has anything to do with the rivalry at hand. When I asked my client why he wished

the wife killed, he responded, "Because I want him to know that nothing he has is safe from me."

While having me in his employ makes this true, I must first deal with the original two problems,

plus the insult of having only a mere eight million dollars offered to me to do the job.

After considering this most unfortunate dilemma, I have decided that the job will be worth

twelve million. First, 1 am destroying a business relafionship with another client, and second, I am

killing a woman who 1 think is innocent despite who she may be married to. I think these two

reasons alone justify the additional compensation I am asking for. Wouldn't you kill an innocent

woman for twelve million dollars?
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Self-Portrait Amanda Ballree
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A Common Star

I am deemed unprofound

in this world

where the only thing

that shines under the sun

is gold.

The Moneyman sits and scorns,

making movies and music,

but not touching a soul

with his self-proclaimed influence

And I wonder

where the product

of pretentiousness goes

without the middleman

to relay its superficiality?

My existence holds not a part

in this perfunctory hierarchy,

yet I am found to shine

amongst the stars.

Kristina Deutsch

Snowflake

Aimee Clark
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Searching

A feeling of emptiness I can't deny

Has settled down deep inside

I crave your touch

Yet cannot see your fingers

I feel your kiss yet

Know not your mouth

I hear your words but

Not your voice

I need your love

But met you not

How can I know you're out there

I feel these things every now and then

Sitting alone I hear my name

But a whisper on your lips

I know you think of me too

I feel and hear your thoughts

We are connected

Even though we've never met

Your hands I've held

Your body I've caressed

I yearn for our meeting

For your physical touch

Your arm around me
For so many years I've ached

Trying many things

Only to find it's not what I'm aching for

I've been searching for you to fill the void

I feel you aching for me too

Shannon Eubank

Guiding Light Amanda Ballree

Windmill Ken Davis
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Vampire Altar

He bites me
and scorns me.

With false promises and secret divisions,

he diminishes me.

He holds me in the palm

of his perfectly clean hands,

gently crushing my bones,

just to know

—

to really see

—

just what my crimson life consists of,

tastes like.

And again he wipes them clean.

Carrie Holkan

I always wanted a soul to keep

today i found religion

she came, i awaked

i wanna see what she's seen

i wish i was fancy like her eyes

her clothing, her hair

but i can't help the way i am
an eye without a face

i watch, i lust

but my vision isn't clear

just child-like images

of sex, of pain

so i asked her out on a date

she said she was all tied up

so i tied her up

first her face was covered with tears

now, she laughs

and she is no longer my obsession

nor my religion or faith

just an alteration of praise.

Chris Vanderhorst

Rays of Light Kir^^ Taylor
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Deep End of the Ocean Ken Davis

Deceit

You had a smile,

the warmth was nice,

but inside your chest

beat a block of ice.

Your intentions were good,

or so you said.

In reality, you were a monster

waiting to be fed.

Our lies circle us

never to end.

All I wanted

was for you to be my friend.

Yet every time I tried

you would push me up the wall,

breaking my heart as well as my will.

You caused my head to fall.

Turn away from me now.

You are not the one.

But I will not stop singing

until my song is done.

Jennifer Benfield
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Looking Back

Richard J. Harris, Sr.

It was the year 1828. Abraham Lincoln was nineteen years old. John Quincy Adams had lost the

presidential election to Andrew Johnson. The United States was fifty-two years past the Declaration of

Independence from England. Daniel Webster published his first dictionary that year. Harriet Tubman of

Underground Railroad fame was seven years old. The great abolitionist Frederick Douglass was eleven

years old, and Martin Luther King, Jr., would not be bom for over a hundred years.

In this era in American history lived a man named William Harris. William owned a plantation in

Albemarle Township in the Piedmont region of North Carolina. As was the custom in those days, he

owned slaves because he was prosperous enough to purchase them, and he could prosper more from

their labors. William's wife was Nancy, and they were blessed with sons: Reuben, Rowland, Richard,

John, Robert, and William, and daughters: Mary, Caroline, and Ann Eliza Kirk. William lived only

twelve years past 1 828, but he was thoughtful to write a will assigning the proceeds of his life's work.

That will and his family Bible have led me to my ancestral discovery.

In the month of November 1828, a boy child was bom to slave parents known only to God. His

birth was recorded with the name "Wes" in William Harris' family Bible, probably to account for the

number of slaves owned. William had to report this number yearly to the govemment. 1 have no way of

knowing for sure, but I imagine that Wes' mother was one of William Harris' slaves who harvested the

cotton or tobacco crop that year or cooked and cleaned the Harris' home until Wes was bom. Wes

probably joined his mother in the plantation labors as soon as he could say "yes, sir" and "no, sir" and

hold his own, plucking the white cotton balls or walking behind a plow sized for him.

I met Wes quite by chance some twenty years after I found my paternal grandmother's name on a

microfilm record of the 1900 census of Stanly County, North Carolina, formerly a part ofMontgomery

County. She was a three-year-old listed as the child of Jones and Mattie Harris. The key to my meeting

Wes was my question and answer sessions with elder family members who provided enough informa-

tion for me to form a chain of relatives through the ten-year census beginning in 1870 when the former

slaves began to be listed by name instead of slave count.

The links of the chain came together at Wayne Community College and the Albemarle Public

Library. These two resources provided me with the theory that the sumame Harris that my family has

passed down through the years came from the original owner ofmy ancestors in Albemarle Township.

But there were several Han-is families in Albemarle that owned slaves prior to the Emancipation Proc-

lamation in 1863, as documented in the slave listings on file in library records.

Then came the new technology tool—the Intemet. It was new to me but flourishing among the

younger folks known as the" X" generation. Quite by chance, 1 found the "AfriGeneas" website through

a web search on "How to Find Black Ancestors in America." A link in the website led me to these

words: "Harris- NC-William. Bible Records-1833. Copy of records from ... the above Rowland

Harris, Montgomery Co., NC, died 9 July 1 840." One click of the mouse brought me to a publication

by a Mary Beadles in 1 978. Her book, A History ofthe Four Jackson Purchase Families, was published

by Gateway Press in Baltimore, Maryland. The web page gave an extract from William Harris' will in

which he willed his possessions to his wife Nancy and gave instructions on the slaves that would not be

sold off the plantation, those given to Nancy, and those given to each of his children by name. I had

previously seen an extract from a Nancy Hairis' will in the Albemarle Library where she followed the

same way of distributing the slaves and other property to her children at her death. Furthermore, the
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contribution from Mary Beadles' publication revealed a list of slaves born on the William Harris plan-

tation. The list was taken from the publication ofthe family Bible in 1 833 by Rowland Harris, William's

son. A slave birth was recorded November 30, 1 828. The listed name of the child was Wes. This was the

same Wes that I had discovered listed by name at the age of 42 in the 1870 census report. The census

listed him as Wesley Harris (farmer) married to Laura Harris (house wife) with children consisting of

three girls and four boys. One boy named Jones was my grandmother's father, known to me by word of

mouth from my living elders and the 1900 census.

The chain was complete. I had found the lost ancestor that time and all those living had forgotten.

The name Harris was taken from the slave owner William Harris of Montgomery County, North Caro-

lina, who owned Wesley at his birth. Wesley was freed from the household of Rowland Harris, who
inherited him from Nancy Harris, his mother, who preceded him in death. That is a mouthful to say,

write, or read, but that is the chain of events, the story, the links.

My looking back does not end here. There are no pictures of Wesley and Laura, no family Bible

record, no marked gravesite to visit. The search will go on to find Wesley's parents, who may have been

first to come to America, toil in the fields, adapt, and survive to sustain us until this day to serve

America in roles that meet the twenty-first century head on, without forgetting the path to this place.

When I told this story of discovery to a nice twenty-first century white lady, she remarked immedi-

ately, with great emotion, "Isn't it awful to think that someone owned your great-great-grandfather?"

Nice lady, I agree!

Circle of Life Kim Taylor
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Psychopomp

Dusty wings convulse against

the breast of blackened night.

Ashes blow soft gray kisses to

a dark angel of death.

My bird of vengeance.

The emissary that guides my lost soul

back to walk the earth.

I look upon my earthly remains

deep within the grave,

and call my shadowy nemesis

to justify my fall.

The crucifixion I must bear

only makes me stronger,

To avenge

love's wrongful death,

to take the lives of those

who draw blood,

and now
must bleed.

I see through my somber

companion's eyes

that hold my soul

in limbo,

and now 1 sleep

in eternal rest,

laid upon my grave

the crow.

Jennifer Benfield

Tiger

Look into the glazing eyes of the tiger.

They gleam oh so bright in the sun.

But when darkness comes, evil takes over.

This evil is more destructive than any 1 know.

It takes over one's heart, mind, and soul.

Now the tiger creeps closer to its prey.

His eyes get bigger and brighter than ever before.

The unknowing prey sits in silence, sleeping.

Suddenly the tiger approaches, attacks, and destroys.

Its prey dies in such quickness.

Now the sun begins to rise again.

And the tiger's eyes lose that evil gleam.

A new day begins just as all the others did.

The tiger is innocent until nightfall.

Leigh Anne Herring
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Open Spaces Kim Taylor
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Darkening Smile

The rattle of the bones

Haunting me again.

Tales of dark foreboding

Spoken on the wind.

Bells ringing in the darkness,

Calling to the flock.

Silent wolves in tattered clothing

Gathered by the rocks.

Lightning strikes upon the blackheath.

Lightning fills the once sought well.

Lightning feeds the angry gunner

By the deer down in the dell.

The rolling of the bones,

The betrayal of a friend.

The senselessness of isolation,

The darkening of sin.

A wistful hope of redemption,

A casting away of locks . . .

"Send your prayers to the dust,"

A voice in the night mocks.

But the Mission Bell tolls its justice.

The Mission Bell tolls the way.

The Mission Bell calls the others

To the place called Iron Way.

In the shadows of our fears, see

A chuckle spread from ear to ear.

Jeff Williams

Eyes from Every Angle

Kim Taylor
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A Few Short Sentences

Annette Hartley

We were told the doctor was on the floor and would be in our hospital room momentarily. As
we waited for his arrival, our pulses pounded, our palms perspired, and the moisture in our mouths

felt like it had been absorbed by gauze. With great anticipation we waited, not like children on

Christmas Eve, but more like people preparing for a hurricane. We had no idea what type of report

the doctor would bring us, nor how he would deliver it. We pondered whether we would receive

kindness, gentleness, and genuine concern for our fears and questions, and we wondered if this

encounter would be anything like the first hospitalization just a few months before in Charleston,

South Carolina.

In pain and impatience, my husband twisted on the bed. As I stood beside him, I felt totally

helpless. I held his hand for some small, shared comfort. Our friends and family many miles away

were not there to comfort us. We looked at the clock on the wall at least a thousand times per

minute, but the clock's hands only moved like a snail crossing the threshold of time. We had little

to look at in this sterile, plain room at Portsmouth Naval Hospital. Soon enough, the doctor burst

into the room. Chart in one hand and pen in the other, he walked curtly over to the side of the bed

and stopped abruptly. He quickly looked at his chart, and with a sharp turn of his head, he began

speaking in a gruff voice. Suddenly the thought occurred to me: he had not had the courtesy of

extending his hand in his introduction I remember thinking that he personified the attitude, "'Do not

get close to the patient.
"

"Lieutenant and Mrs. Hartley, I am Commander Marsloff. I am a neurosurgeon. 1 will be

doing the surgery on you. Lieutenant, in the morning. You have a tumor the size of a tennis ball in

your head. I am not sure we can get it all. 1 will see you in the morning."

With these few curt sentences uttered in his commanding, tactless, cold manner, he turned

and left the room. (Looking back now 1 can think of one word that best described my husband and

me—devastated.) After a long pause, we looked at each other, speechless. Then we held each other

and cried.

The alarm and terror that the content of that message brought will always remain with me.

Time and circumstances have helped to ease that situation, but the blunt delivery of that message is

still deeply embedded in the soil of my memory. Reflecting on that brief encounter, I do not recall

the doctor's physical appearance. I am confident 1 could not pick him out of a crowd. 1 do remem-

ber his brusque nature, the thoughtlessness of his terse speech, and the lack of any bedside man-

ners.

My husband and I have encountered a number of doctors, and he has had numerous surgeries

at three other hospitals since that day, but never again has there been one health care professional

with such a lack of compassion and the quick, swift, cutting words and personality of that surgeon.

His sentences were short but no less hurting. Perhaps he could have spent more time to deliver

these in a softer, easier way. Maybe, had he taken the time to listen, it would have eased the situa-

tion. I am not sure why he was not a doctor with a heart that truly cared for the patient, but 1 do

know 1 learned a valuable lesson from that encounter. My time with someone might be brief, but I

can choose to be positive or negative, kind or cruel. 1 must remember that 1 can make an impact on

someone with just a few short sentences that may reverberate in the corridors of their minds

—

perhaps for a lifetime.
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Truth

Amy Hall-Houser

The rain pours out

and I cry.

Maybe for the sky

upon losing its blue,

or maybe to remember you.

Perhaps it's for the world

which does not feel or know
my touch.

I used to think

I knew everything,

yet I truly know this much:

Truth cannot be found

in the world.

With its hues or even in you,

but only in our souls,

which cannot betray,

and in our fingertips,

which feel and touch and pray.

Carrie Holkan

Porcelain Puppet

Porcelain puppet, come out today.

I have a part for you to play.

(A painted smile is chipping away.)

I'll make you dance my way.

(Caring not if I break you,

only wanting to take you.

Knowing not you are true,

that real blood is flowing through.)

I've come to make you wear my dress,

to sweep the floor and clean my mess.

I cannot handle all the stress,

so I'll pull your heartstrings from your chest.

Jennifer Benfield

Desire

Sometimes I sit and wonder

Why it is you stir my ponder

Why I know what you're thinking

Because our thoughts intertwine

While your eyes sink deep within mine

As you embrace me in your arms

And tell me ofhow much you care

I can't help think of what we share

As the days pass farther and farther

Our love grows stronger and stronger

And I realize what it is I see in you

Why I let you do the things you do

Why you let me hold you, touch you,

Love

Cara Gordon
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How Not to Pet a Puppy

(A Child's Story)

Dot Elledge

The year Dorrie was six years old brought three big changes for her. First, the family

moved from a small house with no near neighbors to a larger house with a nearby neighbor

who had a child just her brother's age. Second, she started school. And third, the family

got their first pet.

Dorrie 's father brought home a small brown and white puppy. She would really rather

have had a cat, but her mother, who had been bitten by a cat when she was a child, just

couldn't bring herself to have one around.

The puppy was a lively little fellow, and Dorrie and her brother Charlie spent many
happy hours playing with him. They named him Brownie and took no interest in his lack of

a pedigree. It didn't matter to them that the dog was just a mongrel. He was mostly hound,

with large floppy ears and a short rough coat.To the children, he was a wonderful creature.

Their parents showed Dorrie and Charlie how to handle Brownie—how to pick him up

without hurting him and how to hold and carry him. They told the children never to pull his

tail or ears and never ever to try to play with him while he was eating or sleeping. Both

children usually obeyed their parents, and for several weeks, life with the puppy passed

without a problem. But one afternoon Dorrie wanted to play with Brownie during his

mealtime.

Ignoring what she'd been told, she grabbed the puppy and tried to pick him up. Brownie

didn't appreciate having his dinner interrupted and fought back the only way he could. He
bit Dorrie 's hand.

The dog's teeth did little damage; they just barely caught the skin between Dorrie's

thumb and forefinger. But Dorrie reacted in exactly the wrong way. Surprised and fright-

ened, she shrieked and jerked her hand away. Brownie let go at once. The hard jerk and

sudden release caused Dorrie's hand to travel further than she'd intended. Her fist struck

her own nose.

The sharp blow started an immediate nosebleed, frightening Dorrie even more. By the

time her mother reached her, she was a bloody mess, crying hysterically. It took quite a

while to calm Dorrie down enough to explain what had happened and even longer to stop

the bleeding. It was, in fact, the worst bloodied nose Dorrie ever had. Beside the nose-

bleed, the bite hardly mattered. Brownie's teeth had barely broken the skin. He'd had his

rabies shot, so there was no worry on that score. But by the time Dorrie's nose finally

stopped bleeding, her parents had almost decided that a trip to the emergency room was

going to be necessary.

Next day they took her to the family doctor just to make sure everything was all right.

However, they never did punish her for disobeying. They figured the bite and the nose-

bleed were enough to teach Dorrie a lesson. And indeed they were. Never again did she try

to pet an animal when it was eating or doing anything else that might cause it not to

welcome her attention.
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Path to Somewhere
Amy Hall-Houser

Thought

Through

Day by day

Never ending

Numerous pains

Fewer joys

Never giving up

Through it all

The pain and illness

Never losing hope

Those few joys

Bring a lifetime

Of strength and faith

Through a lifetime

Of hardship and struggle

Hope and faith

Will never abandon me

Seth Tyler

Lonely,

Dismal,

Depressed,

The Veil of disillusioning thoughts and actions

Breaks under the pressure of the

Beating battery of bartered lies.

Bang-Boom-Clang-Clap!

Wake up!

Please, let me get up.

Work.

Work harder!

Work longer!

Don't give up

—

Raise,

Experience,

Expect.

Goals to achieve, understanding to acquire.

Life to consume and make your own

—

It all means nothing if no one is there to share it with.

Lonely,

Dismal,

Depressed!

Wesley S. Vardeman
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The Escape

POLICE STATION INTERROGATION ROOM

[A girl in her early 20's is being questioned by the police. She seems very shaken up.] All I remem-

ber are the screams. Those god-awful screams. I was surrounded in them, and all I could think of

was the screaming and the crying, and [she lights a cigarette] she had her hands up covering her

face. She was crying for help. But I couldn't help her. All I could do was stare. Just stare. The more

I thought of how I could get away, the more I thought of how it wasn't going to happen. Where

would I go? How do I leave unnoticed?

[She pauses] She looked so scared and in such pain. She didn't know that I was scared, too. I just

didn't understand. She was so young. How does someone so young and innocent handle the situ-

ation we were facing? [She starts to cry] There was blood all over us, so.

I had to do something. I knew I couldn't leave her, so I picked her up and I ... I washed her off in

the river, until she was clean. No more screaming. She will never have to cry again. And then I let

her sink, until she was gone.

[She is crying hysterically] 1 can't believe it, my newborn child, and I killed her. I killed her.

Chris Vanderhorst
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52 Card Pick Up Ken Davis

Elevator Poem

If you don't push the button,

You're not going anywhere

—

Not up, not down

—

Not down, not up.

Patient waiting does not work.

Animated conversation does not work.

Silent musing does not work.

Distracted humming does not work.

Hard stares, rabid swearing.

Jumping up and down (heaven preserve us)

—

Nothing works.

If you don't push the button.

You're not going anywhere.

Rosalyn Lomax and Ann Spicer
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Lost

Spontaneous Combustion
Ken Davis

Cry a tear tonight

For babies bom.

Games become Wars,

Future seen as pain to come.

Lying in dark comers

Eyes no longer bright,

Seeking flashing pleasure.

Gone in seconds come.

Angels corrupted

By human viewing.

Smiles are hard to find,

A treasure if you can.

Gentle cries become screams.

Simple dreams hard to tmd.

Never thought it would be so hard.

Forfeiting all that is, in the end

When looking back wonder how,

When dreams grew so old

And Child's delight died.

Say a prayer for the world.

So many lives, no one dares to cry.

Human time bought, laughter sold to

Tears.

Love gave way to strength.

As Heroes die in aging light

No one ever told,

Colors bright will fade

Just as Child's simple delight.

Goals warped in images that come,

When we don't see.

The change holds all and we never know.

Stories told through jaded eyes.

Never now to shine.

Could not prepare our soul.

For what we did not know to come.

All innocence confiscated.

We were innocent.

But no one ever told

We would lose that hold on innocence.

Shannon Eubank
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Entropic Tension, Kim Taylor

Mass confusion

Turn this way

Pull that

Go the other way

No don't

Where to go?

Go here.

No. . . there.

Cornered . . .

What next?

I'm surrounded.

But how?

no one's here

emptiness all around

vast space

over the distance

Where do I

cover next?

What am I

supposed to do?

Who's here?

Anyone there?

I wanna leave. . .

Where do I go?

not again

more brick walls

blockades still

cornered once more

surrounded by confusion

—drop-
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The Day I Grew Up
Rachael Hunt

Many teenagers get their firstjob at sixteen. I was no exception. My dad told me about the job,

and my mom forced me through the whole process although I really did not feel I was ready to

work. I was hired for the job. It was nothing new for teens my age. Running a cash register is a way

of life for teens with their first job, but 1 experienced a whole new view of that life. Teenagers often

have a day in their life when they realize they are no longer kids but true adults. May 1 5 was my
day.

It was a routine Saturday night at my store. Nothing great had happened. I was finishing up

the normal cleaning duties. I had washed the windows and tried to clean up the trash that had been

dropped on the floor during the day. I also gathered the trash bags for the manager on duty. I had

always enjoyed working with her. She always understood but had a firmness that kept me in line.

She was vacuuming the store that night. I was tired and wanted to go home. Glancing at the clock

at five minutes till nine, I decided to ask the manager if I could lock the doors since five minutes

would not make that much of a difference. She told me to wait a few more minutes, and at that

point, I saw a customer come in. It would be more than five minutes.

The gentleman came in and took a soda from the refrigerator. He then came over to pay for his

drink and ask for a pack of cigarettes. As I turned around to get them, he came around the counter

and demanded the money in the register. I was stunned and thought he was joking, but when he

asked again, I knew that he was serious. I told him that my manager had not taught me how to open

the register without a key. At that point, he became extremely frustrated. He then struck me across

the head and demanded that 1 open the register. I started crying. He finally gave up, running out of

the store. Once he had left, I looked for the manager; she was at the back of the store vacuuming

and had not heard anything. Then I heard screaming outside and dreaded what might have hap-

pened. My manager came to the front of the store with me. There we saw two ladies badly bleeding,

who had been struck with a tire iron. They told my manager that the man had taken their car.

The manager told me to call 911. While 1 called, she put ice on the ladies' wounds and tried to

stop the bleeding. The law officers arrived and began asking questions. The ladies and I answered

them to the best of our ability. My brother, whom I had called at home, arrived right after the

ambulance. The emergency technician asked more questions and examined the ladies and me. The

medical personnel took us to Wayne Memorial Hospital's emergency room, where 1 met my dad,

who helped me fill out paperwork and answer even more questions before I could be seen. Some

family members and friends heard what had happened and arrived to show support. My mom, who

was arriving from Winston-Salem, brought my sister to the emergency room. At the time, I felt

surrounded by friends and family who were there to help me through this. An investigator asked me
more questions and asked for a description of the man. Finally, a doctor examined my head. He told

me to rest the next few days at home and to take some Motrin if the pain became worse.

The whole event showed me that the world is not all good. Evil is in it. In a way, I felt preju-

diced against other people. I sensed that my eyes were now open to what the world is really like.

That was the day 'i grew up."
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Do you remember when our soldiers went off to war?

Today they still fly over shores they've never seen before.

They are still our brothers, fathers, husbands, and sons.

And now, more than ever before, they are our

Sisters, daughters, wives, and moms
Who set out to tight for freedom and liberty

With pride in their hearts and something we cannot see:

The fear in their eyes, the tears they cry at night

As they silently whisper,

"Why was I sent here to fight?

These people I know not, their language 1 do not speak.

Amidst a culture I do not understand,

Yet I have been here for weeks.

If 1 die for my country, I may become a hero.

Or I will survive and go home again;

Never the same and no one will know.

And should I survive, what do I say?

What do I tell my grandchildren someday?

I will tell them of how 1 went off to war

In the dark night skies

With fear in my heart and pride in my eyes."

Sharon R. Gihson-Mosley
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Maybe It's Your Touch

She used the silkness in her hands

To lift my body in a tune

As the jealous angel flew around

With his heart crying too

Kiss me while the airplane is falling

And take me with you ^ .

, . , One 01 a Kind
1 won t come back

If what you're saying with your eyes is true
Ellen Best

Now there is a question provoked

Out of reason

Asking

What if I should get my heart broken

But it's treason

To the feeling

To be thinking of perhaps

When today still isn't over

And the future becomes the past

Will I last

What is

To come

Only one decides

To get hurtful over vengeance or give kisses of forgiveness

When the love collides.

In life's up and downs

It's best to turn a frown into a smile

'Cause it's only one of many times

Sergio Sanchez
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McClelland's Journey

Going Out on a Limb

Steady arm stretched

Reaching,

Wistfully grabbing

Barely touching

Leaning with eyes closed

Losing balance

Beginning to shake

Falling swiftly through the air

Unexpected stop

Touching the ground

Looking up

Climbing again.

April Lewis

Feeling inadequate,

Humble,

Watching him roll

Along the carpeted floor

To his future.

Jeff Williams

Summer

Summer is bright and funny.

The color of gold and bee's honey.

She wears a bright smile during the day

While she watches children laugh and play.

Summer is all warm
Like a buttery cob of com
Which makes you feel good inside;

That's how she gets her pride.

Her presence is so bright that you hide in the shade.

But cool sodas and ice cream make summer fade.

The warm morning showers leave her tickle^i.

Giving her power to form a rainbow of Skittles.

During the night she is shining no more.

But early next morning she's back in bright form.

Bubbles

Ellen Best

Crystal Peacock
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Do You Know Me?

Who are you to judge me?

You, the one who is careless and free.

Who are you to tell me what to do.

Lounging away while others do more work because of you?

Who are you to tell me what to say?

I could give you a few choice words and put you away.

Who are you to tell me how to feel?

You who ignore all that is real.

Who are you to tell me how to look

While finding your fashion in some kind of book?

Who are you to tell me where to go?

There is not a word such as "no.'"

Who are you to tell me how to write?

I think I will dedicate this poem to you out of spite.

Who are you to tell me whom to love?

The one who thinks life has to fit like a glove.

Who are you to tell me what to see?

Maybe you are afraid of turning into me.

Who are you to tell me what to eat.

Hiding away that food of yours, so discreet?

I was bom here; this is my land.

Who are you to tell me who to be

As my future stands in front of me?

Who are you to tell me what to read?

Afraid of education planting a seed?

Who are you?

Do you really know me?

April Lewis

Living Nature

I see myself in the sea

The way it is what it wants to be

Beautiful in both the light and dark

An adventure on which all want to embark

Calm and gentle on some days

Yet hard and relentless in unpredictable ways.

April Lewis
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Cats

Melissa Lanier

The Sphinx

Maggiecat, Maggiecat,

Where are you sleeping today?

The puffy, fluffy quilt on my bed?

The soft, dryer-warm basket of clothes?

The quiet, still comer of the closet?

Or (God help me to understand this one)

The bottom shelf of the fridge?

This last choice lacks any feline dignity

(as you snuggle next to the mustard)

but is, 1 think, cat-like in its utter, complete, total

incomprehensibility.

Maggiecat, Maggiecat,

My own little furry sphinx.

Ann Spicer
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The Pursuit

Procrastination is the root of all evil.

No sleep, no time, no time to sleep!

Why did I do it, waiting until the last minute?

Tick, tock! Tick, tock!

That's all I heard for seven straight distressing hours.

Time is a factor in everything I do.

I'm like a mouse trying to escape the clutches of a cat.

Stressful yet thrilling

Knowing that I have to rush to get something accomplished.

This cat and mouse chase could teach me a lesson,

But I always choose the chase.

I always get away, so I'm spoiled.

Procrastination is the root of all evil.

Donald Benton



Draco's Secret Kim Taylor
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